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1. INTRODUCTION 
Welcome to this, your Management Association’s 17thAnnual General Meeting, and thank you to those members or their 
proxies for attending the meeting. Thank you also to our Management Team for their assistance in the preparation of this 
comprehensive report which covers the financial year ending 28 February 2021. 
 
Stuart Edwards and Company served as auditors for this period and prepared the audited financial statements.  These will 
be reviewed under Item 8 – Resolution 1 of the Agenda. 
 
The core function of the Management Association is to create, enhance and protect the collective value of member’s 
property in the Riverhorse Valley Business Estate (the precinct). UrbanMGT continues as the appointed management 
company for RHVBEMA, and apart from Riverhorse Valley, also manages various other precincts in the north of Durban 
such as Bridge City, Cornubia Industrial and Business Estate, Sibaya Coastal Precinct, and the Umhlanga and Ballito 
UIP’s.  Urban Management carries out the day-to-day administration of the Precinct, including the facilitating and recording 
of the minutes of all committee and director’s meetings, and the enforcement of the precinct’s rules and codes. Further to 
this, UrbanMGT regulates and monitors all our contracted service providers in respect of safeguarding, landscape 
maintenance, general maintenance, and environmental management. It also lobbies authorities, mainly eThekwini 
Municipality (eTM), on behalf of the owners, businesses, and users of Riverhorse Valley for amongst other things, 
improvements to access, infrastructure, policing, and city provided services. 
 
The year so far has certainly been a challenging one with the imposed Lockdown as a result of COVID 19, moving though 
different levels which has had far reaching economic consequences. As the precinct and members were still trying to 
recover from the effects of the hard lockdown and adapting to the “new normal”, with constantly moving restrictions and 
levels of lockdown, we were unexpectedly hit with the recent spate of civil unrest in KZN in the form of violence, looting 
and major destruction of property.  Sadly, within our Precinct, this resulted in approximately 100 businesses being looted, 
and 25 being torched - this had a huge impact on the businesses within the Precinct, with some ceasing operations entirely. 
Our hearts go out to all those property owners and businesses who suffered loss. Recovery is going to be a long and 
emotional process; we pray for their strength, and we remain hopeful that things will return to normal.  
 
During mid October 2020, Head of Southern Operations, Nwabisa Mkhize, took over operations and oversight of 
Riverhorse Valley Management Association from Bruce Macaulay who emigrated with his family to the UK. Bruce was an 
integral part of UrbanMGT and RHVBEMA having managed the precinct for over 10 years. Nwabisa has been a part of 
the UrbanMGT Team for the past four years in her role as the Bridge City Precinct Manager, and I’m pleased to report that 
her integration into Riverhorse Valley has been seamless and successful.  A warm welcome is extended to Nwabs!  
https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/nwabisa-mkhize-takes-over-the-reins-at-rhvbema/ 
 
UrbanMGT sadly lost Gray Braatvedt due to his passing in May 2021. Gray was an integral part of the UrbanMGT Team 
and was the Head of Development Control, responsible for all development control related issues across all UrbanMGT 
managed precincts. Gray was a great man and will be sorely missed by UrbanMGT, the directors of the RHVBEMA, and 
the precincts in which he worked. 
 
I would like to thank the management team and all our service providers for their commitment, and it has to be said, 
courage, in carrying out their duties during these difficult times. 
 
 
2. DIRECTORS 
Directors’ meetings are held four times each financial year. During this period, your board comprised the following 
members: 

Name Date of 
Appointment 

Company / Property Designation 

Rob Thomson 14 February 2007 Zenprop Chairman  

Simphiwe Maphumulo 01 July 2008 Garlicke & Bousfield  

Niresh Bechan 28 February 2009 eThekwini Hospital  

Daniel Des Tombe 28 November 2019 Investec Property  

Brian Howarth 07 December 2018 Magnet Group  

Nitesh Patel (represented by Meena Govender) 10 March 2017 Standard Bank  

 
 

https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/nwabisa-mkhize-takes-over-the-reins-at-rhvbema/
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The Memorandum of Incorporation allows for a total of ten directors, and I would encourage members to get to know the 
board members who represent your interests in the running of the Association.  The current board has been a committed 
and diligent group in the execution of their fiduciary duties, and I would like to thank my fellow directors for their time and 
efforts during this past year.  
 
 
3. SUB COMMITTEES 
Four subcommittees deal with specific aspects of the Association’s activities, namely: 
 
Finance: Rob Thomson, Simphiwe Maphumulo, Cheryl Gouws (CMG Financial 

Services), UrbanMGT  
Safeguarding: UrbanMGT  
Environmental Management:  UrbanMGT  
Design Review / Consent to Transfer: Hilton Lawrence, Justin Van Rensburg - UrbanMGT 
 
 
4. CIVIL UNREST 
The Civil Unrest commenced in the early hours of Monday 12 July 2021, and from the outset it became apparent that there 
would be very little assistance from SAPS, SANDF and other local authorities in terms of securing the Precinct. As 
mentioned earlier in the report, RHVBE was severely affected.  A total of 11 perpetrators were apprehended by precinct 
security during the period and there were 4 fatalities within the Precinct as a direct result of the unrest.  
 
With the looting and crowds subsiding in the morning of 15th July 2021, it was time to deal with the devastating aftermath. 
At that point DSW were able to access the precinct and start with clean-up operations, and the fire department was able 
to gain access and extinguish fires that were still ablaze. Precinct cleaning crews were on site from Friday 16th July, and it 
took close to a week to remove and dump all the waste generated from the looting.  It is important that the Management 
Association acknowledges and builds on the collaborative relationships that have been developed through these 
unprecedented times.  There are many learnings that have come out of the last few weeks, and it is imperative that these 
are interrogated and applied so as to ensure the continuous positive trajectory of the Precinct. The Board will have a 
special session to analyse lessons learnt from the unrest and subsequent damage to the Precinct and assess the 
requirements for the precinct to prepare for such in the future.  This will also be integrated with the updating of the Risk 
Matrix and the development of a Disaster Management Plan.  
 
The Management Association however has remained active during the strict regulations of level’s 4 and 5 of the COVID 
19 lockdown, as well as through the unrest, violence and looting – this all to ensure that the highest mandate of the 
Association was maintained; that being, providing the level of protection possible of member’s investments within the 
precinct. 
 
The measures driven by the UrbanMGT team included: 
 
Precinct management – to ensure that support was provided to the security teams on the ground and surveillance, precinct 
management team were in constant contact with security personnel, assisted them with reporting incidents and calling 
relevant authorities and departments for assistance as well as providing feedback to the members and Board of Directors. 
 
Board of Directors Governance – Board members were invited to emergency Board meetings to discuss and put immediate 
action plans in place. 
 
Financial Governance – the Management Team continued to maintain all normal financial practices, from monthly creditor 
payments to debtors’ control, and provision and review of the monthly financial statements. 
 
Operations – a full complement of security team - CCTV Controllers, and reaction vehicle personnel remained in operation 
during the unrest, some having to work double shifts to ensure that the precinct was adequately covered in cases where 
the other members could not reach work.  
 
Landscaping, Cleaning and Alien Invasive Control teams could not attend site during the week of unrest, however they 
returned as soon as it was safe to do so.  The team, worked over the weekends to make up for the time lost during the 
unrest, and teamed up with DSW and, together with the support received from various organisations and the local 
community, were able to return the Precinct to its normal standards.  A big THANK YOU must go out to all of those involved 
in the cleaning up of the Precinct!  It was a true combined effort!  
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Looking to the future….the rebuilding of KZN 
 
The civil unrest has been devastating at a number of levels, with the national ills of poverty, unemployment and inequality 
having been brought into such sharp focus. The ability of both government and private sector to collectively and 
measurably tackle these national imperatives, which are fundamental to social and economic stability of our country, is 
dependent on a growing economy and the associated revenue generation for government to meet its commitments to all 
citizens – to this end it is vital to rebuild investor and business confidence in eThekwini and KZN.   
 
The Mayor, Municipal Manager and the Municipal Executive Committee visited the precinct on 21 July 2021 to see first-
hand the level of devastation, and reassure business and property owners of the City’s commitment to rebuilding the 
economy.  Following this visit, the Management Team issued a letter to the Mayor and Municipal Manager, highlighting 
the reality that neither the private sector nor government was equipped to build a competitive eThekwini economy on their 
own. It was further acknowledged that we now have an opportunity to rebuild better and more inclusive than before – and 
that to achieve this will require the municipality and private sector standing shoulder to shoulder and putting in a significant 
combined effort for the long-haul, and specifically requesting that the four key enablers outlined below be considered by 
the eTM: 
 

1. A fundamental change in relationships between the municipality and business to one anchored in mutual 
respect. 

2. The Municipality to speedily deal with historical development approval blockages and create an enabling 
environment to re-establish business and investor confidence to drive the economic recovery and beyond. 

3. A collaborative and critical review of municipal basket of charges including commercial property rates, utilities, 
levies, development contributions etc. whose historical annual increases have consistently exceeded that of 
inflation over an extended timeframe – the trajectory of which is not only placing eThekwini’s competitiveness 
into serious question, but the long-term viability of investment in the commercial property sector as a whole. 

4. Ensuring of safety, security and the consistent delivery of municipal services to strategic economic nodes at a 
reasonable standard which is fundamental for securing existing investment and to attracting new investment. 
 

Further to this communication, Phillip Sithole as the eTM Deputy City Manager, requested a list of the primary municipal 
blockages affecting managed precincts, to which the following was raised with associated recommendations for each: 

1. Private property and business rebuilds.  
2. Damage to precinct public realm infrastructure resulting from the civil unrest.  
3. Four priority operational matters facing all managed precincts which are long outstanding. 

 
It is also important to note that Government has provided the following relief for those affected by the unrest:  
https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/business-recovery-support-package-for-small-businesses-announced/  
https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/municipal-relief-measures-for-rhvbe-ma-property-owners/. 
 
5. COVID-19  
The RHVBE Management team worked together to create a comprehensive graphic to depict measures taken to navigate 
through the worst parts of the pandemic.  
 
The COVID-19 pandemic did not come with instructions or a road map. This did not deter the Management Team as we 
tackled the lockdown with a holistic management response to protect properties and businesses, keep the precinct well 
managed and cared for, and ensure business continuity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/business-recovery-support-package-for-small-businesses-announced/
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See below graphic representation of how we successfully navigated the pandemic: 
 

 

 
 

6. COVID-19 Impact survey carried out during the reporting period 

As a proactive approach during hard lockdown, the Management Team also carried out a survey to specifically understand 
the effects that the pandemic was having on businesses and to people on a personal level within the precinct, and 
measures we could put in place to help provide support during COVID-19 recovery and beyond. These surveys were 
distributed via the RHVBE communication channels with a notable response.  
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A major lockdown survey outcome 

 

The BizHub is a free business listing directory, available to businesses within the 

precinct and is set up on the RHVBE website. Users create a profile and can 

easily add their business details and images for other people to access. 

 

The BizHub listing service was sparked in response to the COVID-19 business 

impact surveys conducted by the MA in April and May.  

 

Read more here: 

https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/increase-your-business-digital-presence-with-the-

mas-new-bizhub-listing/  

 

Additionally, the RHVBE Comms team are working on pushing the BizHub on communication channels available to 

continually drive businesses to register their business and continually take advantage of the free service.  

 
 
7. FEEDBACK ON THE FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE PRECINCT 
The growth of the precinct can be measured by the total platform areas of all the sites, which area is used as the basis for 
levy calculations. The Total levy paying area has grown since development commenced in the estate on: 
 
01/08/2006 – from 584,644 m2@ a starting levy of R 0.20 / m2 = R 116 928.80 excl. VAT per month 
 
To the current status, as at the culmination of the previous financial year, on: 
 
1/03/2021 1,233,383 m2 @ R 0.60 / m2 = R 740 030 excl. VAT per month 
 
During the financial reporting period 2021/2022 the Board approved a levy increase of 4.5%. 
  
  
Despite the Global Pandemic of Covid 19, the Association’s levy receipts and finances have once again been very sound, 
which we attribute to the on-going commitment of our members to the timeous payment of their levies, thereby buying into 
the Management Association’s ethos and commitment to high standards. A 30% once off levy discount was given to all 
members in the month of August 2020 through significant operational expenditure savings achieved during Levels 4 and 
5 of the National lock-down. The conservative, but savvy investment of our savings in the Management Association’s two 
fixed deposit accounts (12, and, 6-month periods) by our board of directors is also a major factor contributing to the 
soundness of the Association’s finances. 
 
The Association, as result of the above financial management, has excellent reserves in capital, with which it uses for 
Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) projects.  
  
CAPEX projects completed in the 2020/ 2021 financial year were: 
 

• Automated sprinkler system installation on Island Circle, Hippopark Avenue and Prince Mhlangane Road 

• Replacement of 2 existing entrance features, including signage and landscaping 

• Installation of 1 new entrance feature, the cost of which was funded by the EDJV as part of their outstanding 
obligations  

• Management Association office upgrades  
 
 
CAPEX projects identified for the current 2021/ 2022 financial year are: 
 

• RHVBEMA management office roof repairs 

• Control Room refurbishments  
 

 

https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/increase-your-business-digital-presence-with-the-mas-new-bizhub-listing/
https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/increase-your-business-digital-presence-with-the-mas-new-bizhub-listing/
https://riverhorsevalley.co.za/increase-your-business-digital-presence-with-the-mas-new-bizhub-listing/
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8. PROGRESS REPORT ON THE PRECINCT 
8.1 Safeguarding 
At present the Precinct has a complement of 10 mast-mounted CCTV cameras, and 13 cameras in total. The cameras are 
monitored 24 hours / 7 days a week by G4S control room staff, who are supported by 2 reaction officers in the precinct’s 
dedicated reaction and patrol vehicle.  The control room hotline number is 031 569 3125 for 24/7 reporting of security 
related incidents, as well as any other matters by members, tenants, and the public.  
 
In general, security on the precinct is maintained at a high standard, especially in comparison to our surrounding areas, 
which is due to the efforts and commitment of all security personnel. Furthermore, monthly safeguarding committee 
meetings are held to ensure oversight not only on operations, but the technical aspects of the precinct’s security too, and 
which any member or their representatives are welcome to join. Monthly, and year to date annual security statistics reports 
are also generated and are available to any member upon request. 
 
Further to safeguarding, the control room team also fulfil a reporting role in the logging of municipal faults and required 
infrastructure repairs such as sewer faults and streetlight repairs.  
 
The Management Association continues in its efforts to improve service delivery and attendance to security matters from 
surrounding SAPS and Metro Police stations with regular liaison and reporting. Where service has been lacking, the 
Management Association has sought to liaise directly with the management structures of the stations concerned in an 
effort to achieve the desired standards through continuous cooperation and mutual respect.  
 
. During the period we had received numerous reports of business forum activities and intimidation of e-hailing users and 
vehicles with more than 1 occupant. The precinct management team had made contact with Metro Police and identified a 
key contact point to which all incidents can be directly reported within Metro Police. The advice received from Metro Police 
was that complainants should lay criminal charges with SAPS and that they would assist with arrests. To this end internal 
standard operating procedures on how to deal with such reports based on proactive and reactive strategies were 
implemented.  A WhatsApp group had further been created, and was managed by the CCTV controllers, to alert members 
of incidents as they occur as well as to request assistance from Metro Police and SAPS. 
 
8.2 Environmental Management 
Landscaping on the precinct is the most visible component of the Management Association services and next to security, 
is one of the most important daily functions carried out on the precinct.  The aesthetic appearance of public spaces also 
serves to enhance the values of our members properties. This, combined with our members commitment to the 
landscaping of their own properties, is what elevates the Riverhorse Valley precinct image above that of unmanaged 
precincts. Apart from on-going daily landscape maintenance, the Management Association also carries out street 
cleansing, waste management and recycling, irrigation, alien invasive control and public open space maintenance…all 
components that further add value to our precinct’s environmental quality and aesthetic. 
 
We thank our contractors for their hard work and high standards of service. These contractors are: 
 
Servest – Landscaping 
Servest – Street Cleaning and Recycling 
Autoflow - Irrigation 
GI Services incorporating S. Thutani Services – Alien Invasive Species Control and Public Open Space Maintenance 
 
8.3 Design Review Panel 
The Design Review Panel (DRP) maintains the approval of development design, signage, and landscaping standards 
within the precinct. Although the precinct is essentially fully developed, development does continue in the form of 
expansions and upgrades, and the ongoing role of the DRP in maintaining the Management Associations aesthetic 
standards established through the development period as guided by the Development Code, is a crucial one.  
The issues of monitoring post development signage, landscaping, and building maintenance in terms of maintaining 
standards in the precinct are also an ongoing function of the DRP. Regular inspections are conducted by the panel to 
maintain those standards, and where required bring any contraventions of Management Association mandates and 
standards back in line with the guidelines set by the Development Code.  

 
Following the departure of Keith Pearson in May 2020, the DRP was no longer deemed compliant with the requirements 
of the Memorandum of Incorporation for RHVBEMA, with respect to sitting members and therefore was compromised in 
its ability to defend rulings with just one member, being Hilton Lawrence. The Board subsequently appointed a 2nd member, 
Justin Van Rensburg, effective 25 June 2021 to ensure compliance to the MoI.  
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Justin is the Head of Development Control Unit for UrbanMGT and a practicing Professional Architect. Under his role as 
Development Control Manager, he supports sitting DRP teams in all of UrbanMGT managed precincts in an advisory role 
to ensure the design integrity of the precinct is aligned with the operational management. 
  
8.4 Communications  
Precinct Insights and Newsflashes 
During level 3 of the lockdown, the precinct continued sending email communications to keep members updated with on 
the ground reports on what was happening in the precinct. This information is disseminated through our ad hoc 
newsflashes and includes fault reports, eTM notices and other important information that needs to be shared quickly with 
the precinct.  The newly introduced monthly Insights newsletters were created to provide a regular high level update from 
the precinct manager and keeps members updated with public space management trends, observations, and news from 
RHVBE and the greater Durban area. 
 
Members are encouraged to send their newsworthy items in relation to success stories, involvement in community projects 
or initiatives and the like to the management team to post on the website. The types of stories we are looking for include: 

 
• New businesses to the precinct 

• Employees and companies doing well – awards, accolades, etc.  

• Community projects  

• Rebuild news 
 

8.5 Fault Reporting 
Municipal Departments 
There has been a noticeable decline in service delivery from eTM since the beginning of the national lockdown, with various 
departments reportedly still operating in a limited capacity whilst attending to faults. Consequently, there is still a backlog 
on faults reported…streetlights are currently unattended to resulting in most parts of the area being dark at night as well 
as a number of potholes that remain unattended to. We will continue to follow up with eTM until these outstanding issues 
get resolved. 
 
8.6 Street Trading  
In lobbying to ETM’s Economic Development Department, precinct management secured funding to refurbish 12 of the 18 
street trading shelters that have been stored at the management association offices. To date, 4 structures have been 
placed at dedicated trading sites within the precinct to assist the traders in occupation and to improve the uniformity of 
trading structures within the precinct. The structures were donated to the RHVBEMA by ETM’s Business Support Unit 
(BSU) whilst interrogating the provision of sustainable street trading infrastructure which has come to be in the form of 
converted containers; 3 of which were funded by BSU to be placed within the Precinct to serve as testing sites. As such, 
there is surplus of the stored structures, which in efforts to improve street trade within the City, have been allocated to 
precincts such as Cornubia Industrial and Business Estate and Bridge City. 
 
9. Auditors 
The annual audit was carried out by Stuart Edwards & Co. and your directors recommend their re-appointment. 
As per Corporate Governance mandates contained with the King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa, 
auditors are required to be rotated every 5 years and/or an audit partner rotated. This requirement was noted and fulfilled 
at the 2020 AGM and Stuart Edwards & Co was reappointed, however a new audit partner was allocated to audit 
RHVBEMA.  The mandatory partner rotation requirements have however been extended to 1 April 2023 due to COVID-19 
and as such Stuart Edwards was retained as the signing partner for 2021.   
 
10. Thank You 
My personal thanks must go to the Association’s competent managers and contractors, their willing management and staff 
for continuing to ensure that the Association grows in strength, and again, to my fellow board members for their guidance 
and commitment during the past year.     
 
In closing, I would again like to extend an invitation to any members who feel that they would like to make a contribution 
to the running of the precinct and the Association, to consider standing as a director. Should you wish to query anything 
reported on by myself in this report, or in general about the estate, I would invite you to raise these matters later in the 
Agenda under General, where I, or my management team, would be happy to respond. 
 
Rob Thomson – Chairman 
 


